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1 He then spent the better part of his most famous book discussing the difference between imperialist and status quo powers and the importance of distinguishing one from the other. Likewise, students of neorealism have argued against conceptual differentiations aside from power at the unit level only to return to the foreign policy level of analysis in debates over actor interest in relative or absolute gains, threat perceptions, and perceptions of the situation and the likelihood that force will be used.
2 It appears that structural theory-or "situationism," as psychologists would call it-remains sufficiently indeterminate and dependent on claims about actors and strategic situations that theorists are forced to make claims about the empirical setting at the foreign-policy level. This brings them into the realm of explaining action, not just outcomes, and requires us to confront the implications of the cognitive revolution. That is, we cannot predict with confidence how actors will perceive and define strategic situations, and therefore we must explore these mental constructions empirically. We argue in this article that the study of images, like the study of ideas, is a valuable avenue down which to pursue international relations theory.
Second, we argue that current efforts to study images depend too heavily on a single analytical construct. We define strategic images as a subject's cognitive construction or mental representation of another actor in the political world. In international relations and foreign policy research, the enemy image and the associated spiral model of interaction have dominated the psychological tradition. This image was useful in analyzing the Soviet-U.S. relationship during the cold war. It has been abstracted, however, from cases of conflict in which the adversaries were roughly comparable in capability, had somewhat comparable cultural sophistication, and in which leaders perceived great threat from the other state. This of course is not the only type of capability/cultural relationship that pertains in international relations, and perceived threat is not the only motive that drives states. Morgenthau among many others stressed the critical importance of recognizing both threat-and opportunity-based motivational compounds. Theories of images in international relations that rest only on the enemy concept lack the analytical tools with which to make those differentiations. If the enemy image explains everything, then it explains very little. We propose a broader theory of ideal images, capturing five different kinds of strategic perception. These are not the only perceptions possible, but they are important schemata that have both analytical and explanatory leverage.
Finally, we argue that the Persian Gulf from 1977 to 1992 provides a useful microcosm in which to consider the utility of an image-based theory of international relations. Although the scope of our test is limited to relationships among Iran, Iraq, the Soviet Union, and the United States, it nevertheless includes substantial variation in relative power, cultural differences, and perceived threats and opportunities. Our microcosm includes north-north, north-south, and south-south relationships as well as changes in the degree of conflict and cooperation in the relationships. Within our time period, the cold war between the Soviet Union and the United States ended; the alliance between the United States and Iran ended and turned into a relationship of bitter hostility; the Iran-Iraq relationship escalated from a cold to a hot war; and the Soviet relationship with Iraq moved from one of important alliance to rather distant patronage and then to opposition as the Soviet Union joined the coalition aligned against Iraq. Also during this period, the U.S.-Iraqi relationship moved from one of hostility to tacit alliance and then to full-scale war.
The variation within our Persian Gulf microcosm and the geostrategic importance of the region allows us to explore the limits of structural interpretations and the additional leverage provided by an analysis of images. We begin in the first section with the structural and situationist perspectives and develop the argument in favor of studying images. In the second section, we outline and operationalize five images. We then develop the reasoning that relates each image to a strategy, with strategy defined as an integrated set of policy choices. The second section concludes by developing a theory of interaction that uses the logic of game theory to deduce the likely outcome resulting from the interaction of two actors' strategies should each actor hold an ideal image of the other. The third section presents an empirical test of the utility of image analysis and the theory of strategic interaction by examining international relations in the Persian Gulf. The fourth and final section returns between those who favored personality and internal explanatory theories and those who put their faith in the environment and situationism. 9 That debate of course was never entirely settled, as neither side could overcome the methodological obstacles inherent in trying to establish the unique causal effect. Interactionism, which called for a focus on the person in the situation, won the day in the 1970s as the cognitive revolution swept the discipline. 10 The cognitive revolution also had an impact in political science but has not been fully absorbed into international relations theory. There are at least three central reasons why we should continue to work at this task today.
Indeterminacy
First, as traditional realists were aware, power alone does not determine action. Power and situation set limits on options but almost never reduce the number of options to one. Actors facing overwhelming structural obstacles can still choose to appease and "climb on the bandwagon" of the more powerful state or fight and engage in an effort to construct a countervailing coalition of states that can balance the powerful opponent. They can also make decisions about the best way to pursue either of these objectives. Currently in the Persian Gulf, for example, Iran faces stiff U.S.-imposed constraints and may choose to balance rather than concede. Without a nuclear great power ally, structural imperatives suggest that Iran should be expected to pursue nuclear and missile proliferation. It could also seek to balance power through alliance construction. The alliance options are complicated. Iran could move to China as it did in the mid-1980s or pursue new ties to Russia. Russia, after all, in the early 1990s went from providing no weapons to Iran to providing more than four times the weaponry to Iran as China did.
11 Iran might also pursue ties to Pakistan. Pakistan has nuclear capability and shares an Islamic identity. Just the same, Iranian diplomacy seems to be equally focused on India, and Iranian leaders speak often of an Asian alliance among India, Iran, and China as a balance to the Western world. Which way Iran will go, or for that matter whether China, India, or Pakistan will compel Iran to make exclusionist strategic choices among them, will be determined by more than the configuration of power.
While there is no need to rehearse the many difficulties involved in any operational treatment of power, it is important to stress that power and survival as objectives do not lead in obvious ways to policy choices. 12 One of the more puzzling patterns in the Persian Gulf in this regard is the failure of leaders both in Iran and Iraq to secure victory when it was possible and to instead pursue the contest until they lost. In 1985, Iran had repelled the Iraqi advance, Iranian troops occupied Iraqi soil and had captured large numbers of prisoners of war, and Saddam Hussein was suing for peace. Rather than accept political victory, Ayatollah Khomeini chose to prosecute the war further even though there was little prospect of a greater victory. Eventually of course, members of the Arab world along with France and the United States balanced with Iraq, destroyed the potential Iranian power base, and compelled Khomeini to accept defeat in 1988. This is hardly the sort of rational power maximization we would expect from a reading of situational imperatives.
Saddam likewise grasped defeat from the jaws of victory. Having established Iraq's power base in the late 1980s and sent an intimidating signal to other Arabs with the invasion of Kuwait in 1990, Saddam ignored the many occasions for a negotiated withdrawal from Kuwait that would have preserved Iraq's potential power. 13 Many analysts in the United States expected Saddam to begin a withdrawal-and-haggle strategy. U.S. officials complained that Russia might be helping in this endeavor and admitted that such a process would represent a "nightmare scenario" they would be hard-pressed to defeat. 14 Luckily for them, Saddam chose not to protect Iraq's interests but to risk his own rule and Iraq's future in a war against an overwhelming United Nations coalition, resulting in the destruction of much of Iraq's military and industrial base.
Morgenthau, of course, never expected what he called a "rational theory" to describe the actual course of foreign policy. He expected the "contingent elements of personality, prejudice, and subjective preference, and all of the weaknesses of intellect and will which flesh is heir to . . . to deflect foreign policies from their rational course." 15 The Vietnam war, for instance, according to Morgenthau required a "counter theory of irrational politics, a kind of pathology of international politics," while the cold war was best understood as an ideological crusade driven by competing nationalist universalisms, not situational imperatives. The contest, he explained, defied the realist principles and made the notion of a balance of power unreal, indeterminate, and almost an ideology that for Morgenthau was little more than propaganda. 16 The critical point for our purposes is not the evaluation of policy as rational or irrational, but the indeterminacy over action of the structural constraints.
Situational definition
Robert Powell recently has argued that realism is a theory of preference of action, not a theory regarding preferences over outcome. 17 That is, as Morgenthau argued, realism does not confront the question of state motives. Instead it assumes that whatever ends actors desire, they need power to achieve them. Thus the pursuit of power or means is assumed to be the operational motive. 18 The problems related to the interpretation of motivation and primary interests are set aside in favor of focusing on utilitarian strategic calculations. The assumption is that scholars can define what sorts of behavior will advance the actor toward the achievement of assumed ends or preferred outcomes in the most utilitarian fashion.
What appears to structural realists as a set of nonproblematic deductions strikes foreign policy analysts and area specialists as a complicated and controversial task of defining the situation and cause-effect relationships.
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Moving from the abstract deductive method to the specific case, for instance, we might ask what is the most utilitarian way to advance Islamic interests, assuming for the moment that this is the core motive of Iran. Can Tehran resist U.S. containment or not? Will Iran's efforts to acquire countervailing power deter Washington or provoke a second Operation Desert Storm? Can Iran use new outlets for its oil and gas in India and in the Association of South East Asian Nations states to acquire effective leverage? Or should it lay low and accommodate Washington on the Gaza-Jericho settlement while pursuing internal subversion in conservative Arab states?
The point here, of course, is not to answer these questions but to highlight the sort of judgments structural analysts must make in a theory of preferences over action. We agree with Powell that a great deal of work on defining situations still needs to be done to make structural theory more useful. 20 To do 16. Ibid., pp. 7, this, international relations scholars will need to reincorporate the complexities of political context and area expertise into contingent theoretical claims and, in the process, face the central implications of the cognitive revolution.
The cognitive revolution
The central argument of the cognitive revolution that has dominated psychology in the United States over the past twenty years is not that ideas or images are not affected by material and environmental circumstances; nor is it that rational information processing relating stimuli and responses does not exist. The most important point of the cognitive revolution is that the cognitive and affective processes that affect the construction of images and ideas are complicated, can act in a variety of ways, and thereby make any simple prediction about the ideational world from the material world problematic. 21 Many factors affect ideas. Disentangling their influences is difficult to do empirically, given the inability to control the degrees of freedom. 22 Psychologists cannot take for granted that the stimuli they intend to manipulate are the stimuli that subjects perceive, understand, and respond to. Instead of assuming that subjects see the situation as the scholar anticipates, cognitive scientists find it necessary to determine empirically how subjects mentally represent the situation, understand stimuli, and process choices. 23 They do not deny that images and ideas have antecedent causes, but they are doubtful that our understanding of the causal processes is sufficient to warrant bold claims about how subjects see reality without directly investigating these empirical claims.
The central point of the cognitive revolution has been deflected in foreign policy studies and international relations theory. The importance of nuclear deterrence and the assumptions about rational information processing and decision making that were related to it led psychologically inclined scholars to introduce political scientists to the complexities of cognitive processing that psychologists were finding. 24 The discussion of the deviations from rationality and perfect communication became linked to critical policy debates during the cold war. 25 The academic issue was connected to intensely political judgments about Soviet-American and other deterrent or compellent relationships, and the essential empirical implication of the cognitive revolution was somewhat lost in the ensuing struggle between rational and cognitive interpretations. Research on cognitive and affective processes has not produced a model that can take into account all the various contingencies and mental, social, and political inclinations that affect decision making and predict with persuasive regularity how political leaders will see the world. Political scientists can find correlation between material self-interest and images. Jack Snyder, for instance, finds this regarding imperial images, but the research methodologies that can isolate the effect of this unique cause as distinct from the potential effect of several other causes are still beyond our reach in the natural setting and hard to design even in the laboratory.
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While we are interested in the origins of perceptions and images, in this article we will not descend yet another level of causal regression and try to overturn the central finding of the cognitive revolution. Instead we start with five ideal-typical images as our basic independent variables and explain how to use them as analytical referents. In the next section, we discuss these images and explain how they may help us to build a theory of strategy and international interaction.
An image theory of strategy and interaction
Although a great deal of work has focused on images and perceptions in foreign policy analysis, the integration with international relations theory has been incomplete. Structural theorists have continued to focus on power distribution and variables outside the unit actors, while foreign policy analysts have looked for variation within the unit actors and quite often failed to consider the effects of structural constraints and the behavior of other states on internal decision making. Recently, a conceptual move toward an interactionist perspective is clear in both theoretical communities. Neorealists, for instance, have engaged in a prominent debate over states' preferences for relative and absolute gains. Allowing this preference to vary across actors and across time of course introduces motivational variation at the unit level that realists since Morgenthau have tried to avoid. We intend to explore briefly the integration of foreign policy concepts into international relations theory and then to develop our conceptions of images and a theory of strategy and interaction. As some neorealists have endeavored to identify the conditions under which a state will prefer relative or absolute gains, they have moved directly into the realm of perceptions and images. Joseph Grieco, for instance, has introduced a concept that he calls k to represent this sensitivity to the gap between absolute and relative gains. 27 He argues that k has six main sources, including such things as whether the partner has been an ally or adversary in the past, whether partners perceive a common enemy, how they perceive the trajectory of future power relations, and the convertibility of various types of influence. Duncan Snidal uses an index, r, to capture what Grieco calls A:. 28 While approaching the issue from the perspective of institutionalism, Robert Keohane also insists on treating the predisposition toward relative gains as a variable that is conditional upon judgments about the "plausible way" other actors can threaten you and how actors evaluate the intentions of other players.
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Waltz had earlier argued that actors in a self-help world have trouble cooperating because of their concern with relative gains, but that this concern depended upon how much actors feared that other countries could use their gains against them. 30 Meantime, Stephen Walt has developed a balance-ofthreat theory to explain alliance formation. 31 Whether states balance or bandwagon-to use Walt's concepts for the operational implications of relative-, absolute-, or joint-gains preferences-Walt argued, is a function of the aggregate power, proximity, offensive capability, and perceived intentions of the adversary. 32 This last concept brings us directly to the issue of images, a conclusion that the reflectivist and constructivist critics of neorealism also have reached. Alexander Wendt has gone the furthest in this direction, proposing a theory of alter-casting that is remarkably similar to the psychological ideas of graduated reciprocation in tension reduction proposed by Charles Osgood from a more traditional cognitive perspective in the 1960s. 33 We need more than the enemy image Perceptions of threat have received the lion's share of attention in neorealist, constructivist, and cognitive traditions. No doubt, neorealist assumptions about 27. Grieco, Cooperation Among Nations, pp. 40-50. 28 . Duncan Snidal, "Relative Gains and the Pattern of International Cooperation," American Political Science Review, vol. 83, no. 3,1991, pp. 701-26. 29. Robert Keohane, "Institutionalist Theory and the Realist Challenge After the Cold War," paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, Chicago, 111., 3-6 September 1992, pp. 10-17. 30 the importance of security and survival have influenced conceptual development in this direction as has the experience of the cold war. For Waltz, the cold war was a security dilemma between two defensive great powers, a conception easily compatible with most cognitive perspectives of "fearful warriors" locked in a spiral conflict. 34 In this context, the enemy image has been well-articulated and well-studied. 35 The conditions under which this image is relevant, however, have not been well-defined, and alternative images that capture Morgenthau's notion of imperialist motives have not been studied nearly so thoroughly. Relying exclusively on the enemy image greatly limits the analytical and explanatory utility of cognitive perspectives. It forces us to describe all relationships as essentially threat-based security dilemmas among actors roughly comparable in capability. This reduces our ability to capture conceptually the variation neorealists and other theorists are introducing on both motivational and capability dimensions and leaves us unprepared to wrestle with the most important distinctions made by area specialists.
In the recent Persian Gulf crisis, for instance, it is necessary to differentiate between the proposition that Saddam saw great opportunity to intimidate Arab gulf states and operate as an Arab Bismarck and the competing proposition that prevailed in Washington before the invasion of Kuwait: that Saddam acted defensively: he perceived a threat from Israel and the United States and suspected that the Kuwaiti oil production policy was part of an anti-Iraq conspiracy. 36 In the latter proposition an enemy image might describe Saddam's view of the United States. In the first, however, it would be very misleading. Likewise, using the enemy image to describe President Bush's view of Iraq, even though Bush demonized Saddam, is problematic. Bush, after all, did not behave toward Iraq the way Washington had toward the Soviet Union. Launching a direct attack on the Soviet Union, a target of comparable capability, had been unthinkable in Washington for decades. Enemy images in other relationships had also led to cautious tit-for-tat reciprocity, not the initiation of full-scale war. 37 The utility of the cognitive analysis is weakened, of course, if enemy images are associated with such radically different kinds of strategic behavior. What is necessary is a set of images that captures the most important aspects of differently perceived strategic situations and that suggests different strategic alternatives. 
Five ideal-typical images
A subject's construction of reality can have many components. It can include central philosophical beliefs about the nature of world politics and can include tactical and instrumental ideas. Traditional operational codes of leaders divided these two basic categories of ideas into ten specific points. 38 Judith Goldstein and Robert Keohane recently have proposed a three-part categorization reminiscent of the operational code, including worldviews, principled beliefs, and causal beliefs. 39 Cognitive maps went further, dividing beliefs into values, policy objectives, cognitive concepts, and policy alternatives. 40 We intend to focus on strategic judgments about specific other actors, limiting to three the number of dimensions each image includes. We assume that to an important degree these images determine the ideas, principles, and norms that subjects see as relevant to their relationship with the other actor.
Central to any image of another actor is a judgment about the threat or opportunity that actor represents. To incorporate the motivational possibilities essential in neorealist and neoliberalist theory, we propose that images of other actors can include a judgment that the other actor is threatening, presents an opportunity to exploit, or represents a chance for mutual gain. In the first condition the strategic concern will be with relative gains, in the second with the absolute losses of the target, and in the third with absolute and joint gains. The second essential dimension of an image of another actor is relative power. Perceived relative power determines the options that are seen as available. If the subject sees the target as much weaker, then a strategy of direct attack may appear viable. If the target is seen as roughly comparable in capability, more-cautious strategies like containment will be considered. And if the target is seen as much stronger, then some form of fortress protection or appeasement may be all that can be pursued.
Finally, images of other actors include a cultural dimension. This is a concept that is not as common in international relations theory as it is in sociology and psychology, where it plays an absolutely essential role in the study of interracial and interethnic relations. 41 Strategic choices will not be a function of perceived threats, opportunities, and relative power alone. These factors are affected by judgments about the culture of other actors and what norms of behavior the other actor is likely to respect. In their work on ideas in foreign policy, Goldstein and Keohane, for instance, limit the scope of their work to "modern western world views." They assume that in "traditionalist and religious fundamentalist societies, the individualistic and secular scientific premises of this world view remain alien."
42 Robert Jackson's study of decolonization points out at length the importance of judgments about racial and cultural differences and their affect on the norms that subjects assume will be relevant, the types of reciprocity that can be expected, and thus the sensibility of different policy options. 43 If subjects believe, for instance, that they are dealing with a target that respects a cultural norm against violence, then they may choose different policies than if they believe the target community glorifies martial and fascistic norms.
Although many images are possible, just as many ideas might be important, in this study we use the enemy image and four new images that are designed to add greater analytical diversity to cognitive perspectives. We conceive of each image as an ideal type. It is a referent around which to measure empirically based images of important subjects and not a straitjacket into which we intend to force any real subject's perceptions. Obviously, a subject's perceptions often will be complicated, reflecting parts of several different ideal types. We construct each ideal-type image, however, around pure judgments on our three dimensions. The enemy image, for instance, is limited to a perception of another target that is seen as threatening, roughly comparable in capability, and not too different in terms of cultural sophistication. The degenerate image, in contrast, refers to an image of another state that is seen as representing a great opportunity to exploit and that is similar in capability but suffering from cultural decay. The colony image represents the ideal case in which a subject believes there is a great opportunity to exploit a target actor who is both weaker and inferior in terms of culture. The imperialist image is the converse of this, representing the ideal case of a subject seeing intense threat from a state that is much more powerful but not culturally superior. Our ally image refers to a perceived relationship in which the subject's belief in the prospects for mutual gain outweighs the importance of perceived capability or cultural judgments.
Using five images we can represent a diverse set of possible perceived relationships. Although psychological reasons contribute to our focus on these five images as popular schemata, for the purposes of this article, these particular images are important because they represent the interpretive disputes that divide area specialists with regard to Iranian, Iraqi, Soviet, and U.S. behavior in the Persian Gulf. We can capture the debate about Saddam's motives, for example, by asking if his imagery resembled enemy, imperialist, or 42. Goldstein and Keohane, "Ideas and Foreign Policy, " p. 8. 43 . Robert Jackson, "The Weight of Ideas in Decolonization: Normative Change in International Relations," in Goldstein and Keohane, Ideas and Foreign Policy, degenerate stereotypes of the United States, Iran, or the Arab gulf states. The first two would be consistent with a defensive and perceived-threat-based interpretation, the last with a more offensive and opportunity-based interpretation.
To determine empirically a leader's images, we rely on verbal behavior. We do not, however, take rhetoric at face value. In their pioneering work on propaganda analysis, Alexander George and Ralph White identified differences in rhetoric and suggested ways to infer meaning from these differences.
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Different justificatory and mobilizing missions require different rationalizations. The defensive task, for instance, requires a different form than the revisionist task. Enemy images construct a picture of the target that justifies killing the target and removing or controlling the threat and that gives the general public some reason to believe they will be successful if they demonstrate will and resolve. Typically this is done by portraying the target as an evil paper tiger. The revisionist mission, in contrast, must justify occupation and direct control. Hitler did this in the case of France by describing the French as decadent and in need of German salvation. The British and the French, when they turned toward Africa and Asia, used the more straightforward racial argument that it was the so-called white man's burden to defend the civilizing mission and the empire's control.
In Table 1 we outline the justificatory pictures associated with our five images. By considering leaders' statements, we can infer which of the five ideal-type images serve as partial descriptions of their view of a target actor. For instance, if leaders describe the target in enemy terms, we infer that they see a threat from an actor comparable in capability and culture. If they describe the target actor in terms similar to our colony stereotype, then we infer that they see an opportunity to exploit an actor that is seen as weaker and culturally inferior.
Prevailing view and images at the state level of analysis
States by definition may be unitary actors at the system level, but they are not anthropomorphic entities. Their actions represent the residual combination of complex domestic processes. These processes can be affected by factors like the structure of decision-making authority, patterns of information processing and advisory networks, political coalitional strategies, and the personality characteristics of key leaders. 45 With so many potential causal variables, it is difficult to 44. Ralph K. White, "Hitler, Roosevelt, and the Nature of War Propaganda," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 44 (1949) If aggressor is met with strong opposition, it will be exposed as a paper tiger; this domestic weakness overrides empirical evidence of substantial capability Military is defensive in orientation and pursues governmental policies willingly; a large patriotic public is willing to make sacrifices to protect the nation's freedom and the government's institutions; popularity of the government enhances its capability Country is less strong than it might be, its available power instruments are discounted due to its unwillingness to actively defend itself or enter into confrontations Any event that can be viewed as detrimental to the country's well-being is considered another component of the conspiracy controlled by the imperial power; the presence of "hidden-hand" potential is granted through the willingness of a section of the native elite to enter into a collaborative relationship with the imperial power in return for internal support Bad forces: well-organized into highly disciplined units that follow a strict top-down process of decision making make specific predictions about whose perceptions will prevail. Rather than descending another level of causal regression, we intend to begin with the identification of the most powerful leader in each country and assume that the leader empowers advisory networks and drives prevailing imagery. We do not expect the leader's view always to determine policy. To deal with the effects of domestic process we propose three rules:
(1) If the leader's worldview strongly resembles a stereotypical image and domestic opposition is minimal, then we assume that the state will exercise most of its available options in implementing the strategy associated with the leader's view.
(2) If an influential domestic opposition does not share the leader's stereotypical imagery, we expect the state to invest substantially fewer resources into the strategy associated with the leader's view than we would expect from the leader's imagery alone. Alternatively, if a strong domestic opposition holds a stereotypical image that the leader does not share, more policies and programs associated with the opposition's view may be implemented than otherwise expected.
(3) If an influential opposition advances imagery that inclines in the direction of a stereotype different from the leader's, we expect state behavior to resemble some elements of both strategies, even if they are contradictory.
Images and policy choice: a theory of strategy
If prevailing images reflect the residual product of domestic processes, then they ought to be related to the state's foreign policy behavior. The empirical examination of this relationship plays an important role in determining the utility of studying images. We intend to pursue this matter by defining foreign policy behavior in terms of strategic scripts that conceptually connect goals, objectives, and more-specific policy tracks as shown in Figures 1-3. (Scripts are hypothetical structures that offer a means to organize the totality of foreign policy behaviors. We have developed scripts for all five images. Space limitations require that we present only three here as illustrations. The other scripts are available from the authors upon request.) The goals and objectives are deduced from the logic of the dimensions and attributes of the stereotypical image and are shown in Table 2 . We elaborate on this logic below. The more-specific policy tracks operationalize these objectives in the context of the cases we are examining. We hypothesize that the perceptions in the left-hand column of Table 2 are related to strategies in the third column from the left. The goals in the far right column of Table 2 are the behavioral preferences we expect to follow from the different ideal-typical strategic perceptions. The logic behind the association of particular strategies with particular images is grounded in the dimensions and attributes of each image. For example, if an actor perceives a target as an enemy, it perceives the target as a powerful, aggressive, threatening actor that constantly probes for weakness in its effort to expand its influence in the international system. Since the perceiver's primary interests are threatened by the perceived revisionist motivation of the target, the perceiver will seek to bridle the target's expansionist designs. It will not cooperate with the target in any substantial way since it perceives that the target would take advantage of cooperative initiatives. Furthermore, it will not directly attack the target because it perceives it as having a capability base similar to its own. This suggests a cautious, resisting strategy to counter the probes of the target. This attributional logic leads to our association in Table 2 among the enemy image, a containment strategy, and the goals associated with such a strategy. A script that accounts for this containment strategy is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Alternatively, if an actor perceives a target in degenerate imagery, it will likely initiate a direct attack on that target. A review of the dimensions and attributes of the degenerate image indicates that while the target is attributed similar capability, it is also viewed as disorganized, chaotic, anarchic, and lacking the will to defend itself. This motivational attribution encourages a discounting of the target's capability such that the actor perceives the opportunity to dominate the target. Thus, we have postulated the association among the degenerate image, a revisionist strategy, and the goals associated with that strategy. The script for that strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
If an actor perceives a target as an ally, it perceives the target as somewhat altruistic, defensive in orientation, and willing to cooperate for mutual gain. Toward this end, the actor will put forth policies designed to enhance the well-being of both actors, expecting the other to reciprocate. Over time the actor will seek to institutionalize this cooperation.
Where an actor perceives a target in colonial terms, we expect intervention. The attributes of the colony image grant to the target inferior capability and describe a divided polity where the progressive elements are threatened by the subversive elements. The observer associates its own strategic goals and objectives with the progressive forces and feels compelled and able to intervene to protect them.
Finally, where an actor perceives a target in imperialist imagery, we expect the actor to try to resist the influence of the target. We refer to this strategy as a fortress strategy and illustrate it in Figure 3 . In an imperialist image, the target is attributed superior capability and considered to be motivated by a desire to dominate the actor through a local client regime. Because the imperialist target is seen as having vastly superior capability, direct attack on the target is not considered likely to be successful. Instead the observer is inclined to attack the client regime and raise the costs of the imperialist's involvement through terrorism and other forms of resistance. If prevailing imagery is more complex than the ideal types, then we expect more-complex strategies that mix policies from several ideal-typical scripts. For example, if the imagery resembles only slightly the degenerate ideal type, we still expect aggressive policies but we expect them to be pursued with fewer resources. Thus, full-scale intervention is much less likely than is subversion or other covert activities in such cases. Figure 4 summarizes the international interaction we expect in dyadic relationships if various ideal-type images prevail in each actor. The hypotheses described in Figure 4 follow from an examination of each pair of images and their strategic scripts and policy tracks. We identify where these policy tracks will intersect with each other leading to (1) competition, (2) conflict, (3) cooperation, or (4) the creation of integrative institutions. Space constraints limit the explication of every pair; however, a presentation of the logic behind several derivations will help the reader to follow our argument. As stated previously, actor A's image of actor B suggests what its strategic behavior should be with respect to actor B (see Table 2 ). This behavioral choice 
FIGURE 4. Hypothesized international interaction in different perceptual (stated first) and strategic (stated second) relationships
is informed by the attributes associated with the image of actor B (see Table 1 ). For example, if actor A perceives actor B as an enemy, actor A will implement a containment strategy. This is so because actor A perceives actor B to be a highly rational, aggressive, and powerful actor whose power may be significantly enhanced by a lack of resolve on A's part (see Table 1 ). The enemy image also suggests that the strategic behavior of actor B threatens actor A's interests. Thus, actor A would expect actor B to attempt to gain relative advantage from most interactions between the two. In game-theoretic terminology, actor A would expect actor B to defect on most interactions. In anticipation of actor B's likely defections, actor A will also likely defect to avoid relative loss. (Some might suggest that actor A will choose its strategic behavior based on the "actual" behavior of actor B. To speak of actor B's "actual" behavior misses the emphasis that this study places on perception. If actor A has an enemy image of actor B, it is likely to perceive most behavior by that actor as aggressive behavior which threatens its political, economic, or security interests.)
This same reasoning, of course, holds true for actor B if it has an enemy image of actor A (resulting in the hypotheses in the enemy-enemy interaction cell of Figure 4 ). This type of behavior by both actors, that is, mutual defection, represents the equilibrium of this interaction and would lead to occasional crises between the two, as we have stated in cell 1 of Figure 4 . We do not expect these crises to escalate to war because each actor perceives the other as having similar capability. This capability attribution suggests cautious, probing behavior rather than a significant effort to achieve substantial relative advantage in one interaction. It is important to reiterate here that in the enemy image, threat-and not the opportunity to exploit-is the primary concern.
We expect that if either actor initiated a positive policy toward the other where both actors perceived the potential for mutual gain (e.g., agreeing to ban chemical weapons systems), such efforts would likely be reciprocated so that both actors receive a greater payoff. However, if this positive behavior is followed by perceived aggressive behavior, it would also be reciprocated to show resolve. We describe this sort of dyadic behavior as tit-for-tat reciprocity.
Conversely, if actor A or actor B perceives the other as a degenerate, we expect the enemy-degenerate interaction to result in war (see cell 4 of Figure  4 ). Assume, for example, that actor A has a degenerate image of actor B. Since actor B perceives actor A as an enemy, it will implement a containment strategy as discussed above. Thus, in anticipation of defection by actor A, actor B will likely defect in most situations, although it may also agree to cooperate in certain strategic areas-such as arms control as outlined earlier. Actor A on the other hand will implement a revisionist strategy toward actor B. The degenerate imagery discounts actor B's capability by emphasizing B's lack of organization and willpower. This leads actor A to perceive an opportunity it can exploit. In game-theoretic terminology, a defection strategy is the dominant strategy of actor A. Given this analysis, in the interaction between the strategies of actors A and B, mutual defection is the equilibrium. While this is the same equilibrium in the enemy-enemy interaction, in this interaction actor A has no incentive to cooperate (i.e., the greatest payoff for actor A is achieved through a defection strategy). If actor B implements a positive gesture toward actor A, it will simply reinforce actor A's perception of actor B as a weak target and actor A will use this gesture to its own advantage (i.e., it will defect). Consequently, actor B will realize that actor A will not reciprocate positive behavior and will prefer the defection strategy. This reasoning leads to the hypotheses in cell 4 of Figure 4 . That is, the enemy-degenerate interaction results in war and inverse reciprocal behavior on the part of the aggressor.
A third possibility is actor A perceiving actor B as a degenerate while actor B perceives actor A as an ally (see cell 5 of Figure 4) . In the previous paragraph we discussed the likely behavior of an actor perceiving another as a degenerate; that is, it will defect on all interactions because it perceives that actor as weak and lacking resolve. Actor B on the other hand perceives an opportunity for mutual gain through cooperation with actor A. Therefore, actor B will initiate positive cooperative policies in its effort to realize this gain. The interaction of the two actors' strategies results in a defect-cooperate outcome where actor A is the beneficiary of the greatest payoff. Actor B in essence appeases actor A by accommodating its revisionist strategy. Substantively, we believe the result of this interaction will be the construction of an alliance based on the hegemony of actor A. We do not expect war in this interaction because actor B does not perceive a threat from actor A and appeases rather than opposes A's revisionist policies.
A fourth possibility is an ally-ally interaction (see cell 3 of Figure 4 ). In the ally image the actor perceives that the target has an interest in realizing mutual gains from cooperative efforts. If both actors perceive the other in ally terms, both will initiate and reciprocate positive cooperative policies, resulting in a cooperate-cooperate equilibrium that maximizes joint gain. Substantively, we expect this to result in an institutionalized alliance between the two actors with functional integration in areas of mutual interest.
We conclude this section with a scenario where actor A perceives actor B in colony imagery and actor B perceives actor A in imperialist imagery (see cell 14 of Figure 4) . The motivational and capability attributes of the colony image suggest that actor A in this scenario perceives a weak inferior target in actor B and seeks to exploit this weakness for its own advantage. Actor A, therefore, is inclined to intervene in the internal politics of actor B to ensure that the regime in B supports the strategic goals and objectives of actor A. Actor A does not consider this active intervention risky because it sees actor B as inferior in capability. From the perspective of the client regime's opponents, actor A is pursuing a noncooperative defection strategy in its efforts to support the puppet client regime. In this same interaction dyad, actor B perceives a threat from actor A. The attributes of the imperialist image suggest that actor B perceives that any policies actor A initiates are for the purpose of dominating and controlling actor B. Actor B will, therefore, defect on all policies proposed by actor A. The resulting equilibrium is mutual defection by both actors. Substantively we believe that this interaction results in a war of liberation on behalf of actor B. Actor B perceives actor A as superior in capability, so its defection strategy will not consist of a direct attack on actor A. It is more likely to involve attacks on the domestic elite that cooperate with A and include efforts to raise the cost of A's involvement, perhaps through terrorism.
As in the previous section, we believe that if the prevailing imagery is more complex than the ideal types, then we expect more-complex strategic interactions than those that appear in Figure 4 . For instance, if the expected interaction in the ideal-typical case is tit-for-tat reciprocity, as defined in the containment versus containment cell, then we expect in a moderate enemyimage case a somewhat forgiving tit-for-tat reciprocity with lower levels of resources and perhaps some arms control management. In the same vein, if the ideal-typical expectation is for war, in the moderate case we would still expect conflict and aggression but with limited resources. If the ideal-typical case of interaction anticipates bandwagoning and appeasement, then we would expect in a moderate case that there still would be concessions made but on a smaller scale and with fewer resource implications. Similarly, if the ideal-typical expectation is functional integration, in the moderate case we would expect cooperation but without expensive resource commitments and with a substantial dependence on and commitment to autonomous unilateral endeavors. Figure 4 summarizes the propositions of our theory of strategy and interaction. We relate each image to a strategy and then put the strategies in an interactive setting much like would be done in a neorealist or game-theoretic analysis. Our approach includes the threat and power judgments important in enemy versus enemy security dilemmas but also incorporates a set of other possible relationships. These additional images and relationships are necessary if cognitive approaches are to capture the motivational variation that was always part of classic realism and has reemerged in the neorealist debates over absolute and relative gains. The scheme also aims to cover relationships of asymmetric power that were important in classic realist discussions of imperialism and may be increasingly salient in a post-cold war world. The case study that follows is designed as a preliminary test of this cognitive-strategic perspective. While certainly not definitive, we hope it will point empirical research in the necessary direction if international relations theory is to incorporate the central lessons of the cognitive revolution.
Images and international relations in the Persian Gulf
In the following case study, we treat the relationships among Iran, Iraq, the Soviet Union, and the United States as a microcosm of international relations and begin with a summary of each country's prevailing view of the other three countries in 1977,1980,1985, and 1990 . We then turn to the strategic behavior that we expect each country to exhibit toward the other three, given its prevailing view, and compare this to the observed policy tracks each country implemented in the two years following each of the years in which the prevailing view was measured. Finally, we compare the interaction expected in each bilateral relationship with the observed interaction in terms of conflict, alliance making, and cooperation.
Prevailing view
Our study begins with the analysis of elite imagery. In the U.S. case, the imagery of the other countries evident in statements made by the President, secretaries of state and defense, and the national security adviser were compared with the operational indicators in Table 1 . In the Soviet case, we examined statements made by the General Secretary, the ministers of foreign affairs and defense, and lead editorials in party organs. While this method generated initial estimates of elite perceptions, we believed that it sacrificed too much validity for the sake of reliability. In both cases, there is a good deal of memoir, secondary, and documentary evidence related to the images with which key elites were operating. 47 We decided to use that information to enhance the validity of our assessment of the resemblance between imagery and stereotypical patterns. 48 In the Iranian and Iraqi cases we collected every major statement (defined as two pages or more) made by any one of three top leaders in each country that was translated by the United States Foreign Broadcast Information Service during the four time periods of this study. 49 We then compared the descriptions When an image for a particular time period was a mix of two or more image types, the multiple images are listed in the form: image 1-image 2-image n, where a majority of statements corresponded to the first image and decreased in number for each subsequent image in the image combination. Col. = colony, Deg. = degenerate, Imp. = imperialist, and Mod. = moderate.
of the other three countries in these statements to the stereotypical images and examined secondary literature on Iran and Iraq as a reliability check on our own judgments. some of the ambiguity among the top elite. Despite the intense intraelite differences in Iran in 1980, our summation treats Khomeini's views as prevailing. Saddam's view is also treated as the prevailing view in each time period. In the Soviet Union, we found substantial elite differences regarding the United States in the 1990 period. The opposition pushed the prevailing view in the direction of an enemy image, despite President Gorbachev's more-complex descriptions. Table 4 summarizes the policy tracks each country implemented toward the other three countries in 1978-79,1981-82,1986-87, and 1991-92 . We assumed it would take several years to see the effects of prevailing views on policy and that only a reasonably large set of behaviors would serve as a basis for identifying strategic patterns. To establish a record of the policy behavior of the four countries, we examined The New York Times Index and the index for the U.S. Foreign Broadcasts, Soviet Union, Middle East, and South Asia daily reports. 51 We also examined the information on arms transfers and aid provided by the Congressional Research Services and used a series of secondary studies to improve our evidentiary base.
Strategy
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The policy tracks of each strategic script provided the guide for the empirical research. We asked in each time period if the country had exhibited toward each of the other three countries the behavior described in each track of each of the five scripts. Each script included: (1) bilateral activity vis-a-vis the target, (2) indirect activity vis-a-vis the target designed to establish alliances with major powers against the target, and (3) alliances with lesser powers. We treated Britain, China, France, the Soviet Union, and the United States as major powers in the Persian Gulf. We also assumed that Egypt, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Turkey could be major powers in the regional context. Countries such as Jordan, Kuwait, and Yemen were treated as lesser powers on the periphery. If the country exhibited the behavior described in a script's policy track, we scored it as either 1 or 2. We scored a 1 if it demonstrated mostly verbal commitment and 2 if it spent large sums of money or moved troops. If the country did not exhibit the policy behavior, we scored 0. We summed the scores for each strategic script in each year and divided by the total number possible. Without a more elaborate weighting scheme, this procedure remains an imperfect way to gauge relative commitment to each strategy, but it does provide some indication of which scripts are applicable.
For example, in considering American policy toward Iran in 1986-87, we compared the record of U.S. behavior to the twenty-four policy tracks in the containment script (Figure 1) . We then summed our scores and divided by forty-eight. We did the same for the twenty-two policy tracks in the international cooperation script, the twenty-one tracks in the independent fortress script (Figure 3) , and the nine tracks in the intervention script. We treated revisionist policies in basically the same way, but with one modification.
We assume that a revisionist strategy has a containment strategy nested inside of it. In other words, a strategy that pursues opportunities for gain includes and supersedes the strategy designed to avoid loss. Eleven of the twenty policy tracks in revisionism overlap with containment. We put special emphasis on the nine policy tracks that do not. Four of these tracks in Figure 2 (numbers 1,11,17, and 20) involve using force to seize territory from the target or to replace governments allied with the target. We treated these behaviors as the clearest evidence of revisionism and counted their implementation as being worth seven points instead of two. 53 We wanted to be sure that patterns of behavior that included these four tracks were scored as revisionist and not confused with containment simply because of our counting rules that gave two points for the implementation of a series of less-discriminating policy tracks.
The relationship between the prevailing views displayed in Table 3 and the observed policy behavior summarized in Table 4 can be thought of in statistical terms. For instance, if we consider the strategy that had the largest percentage of possible policy tracks implemented, then of the forty-eight total strategies possible across the dyads, twenty-five strategies had a strong relationship with image, sixteen had a moderate relationship with image, and seven had no relationship. Rather than make too much of these numbers, however, we think the best way to consider the results is to look at three relationships in some detail. First, the clearest successes of prevailing views predicting strategy is the Soviet Union's view/strategy toward the United States and the U.S. view/ strategy toward the Soviet Union. Soviet leadership imagery of the United States, for instance, moves from moderate enemy to enemy, enemy to moderate enemy, and then to complex. Across these same time periods, Soviet containment-type behavior increased as the image of the United States became more extreme and decreased as the image became more complex.
Similarly, the strategies of the United States toward the Soviet Union correspond with the United States' prevailing images. Enemy images were associated with containment initiatives in all these time periods, while Reagan-era descriptions of a somewhat degenerate Soviet Union ruled by a communist ideology headed for the "ash bin" of history were associated with strategies comprising the "Reagan doctrine" and U.S. policy toward Afghanistan. As the United States' prevailing image of the Soviet Union became more complex (enemy to moderate enemy), the containment-type behavior decreased slightly, and the overall range of policy behavior increased to include cooperative actions. Second, the relationship between the United States and Iraq across time fits reasonably well with our expectations but admittedly is not perfect. Rather 53. Our weighting scheme uses roughly comparable ratios as those used in the COPDAB/ ASHLEY scale. For a discussion of that scale see Goldstein and Freeman, than let our predictions become too elastic, it is better to identify where the fit is close and where it is not and to speculate as to why. The image dyad in the first period (enemy-colony) suggests a mix of containment and intervention strategies. We found little evidence of intervention-type strategic behavior on behalf of the United States. We suspect that Iraq's alliance with Moscow reinforced American enemy, as distinct from colony, images. On the other hand, Washington had joined Iran in supporting intervention by helping to arm the Kurds and promote their resistance to Iraqi rule in 1972-75 despite the Soviet-Iraqi Peace and Friendship Agreement. The Kurdish program however had run its course by 1977 when our study began. In 1980 and 1985, prevailing U.S. images of Iraq became more complex, and containment-type behavior decreased as cooperative policy tracks became more evident. Even though the American images in both these periods included a modest colony component, the interventions by the United States were of a more commercial nature and thus were classified as institutional cooperation-type behavior. In the fourth period, we expected both containment and intervention-type strategic behavior and the actual policy commitments fit these expectations.
In the case of U.S. policies toward Iran our scheme did not do as well. The colony images of the 1980 period were associated with some interventionist behavior but no more than the containment behavior in 1981-82. In 1986-87 and 1991-92 little intervention occurred, even though our image analysis would have anticipated some. In the early 1980s, the deterrent effect of Soviet power may have had some bearing on the unexpected U.S. constraint, just as a preoccupation with Iraq may play a role in explaining the 1991-92 period.
The relationship over time between Iran and Iraq did demonstrate the association between the degenerate image and aggressive behavior. Our theory did better for this pair than for the U.S.-Iranian relationship. The prevailing Iraqi image of Iran in 1980 was a mix of enemy and degenerate attributes, which as expected led to a mix of containment and revisionist policies. Similarly, in 1985, prevailing Iranian images of Iraq included elements from the enemy, imperialist, and degenerate stereotypes. Iran's policy toward Iraq in 1986-87 followed suit and included policy tracks from containment, fortress, and revisionist scripts.
Finally, the scores of 0 in Table 4 require explanation. Such a score does not indicate no activity between the pairs of countries. It means only that no strategic activity as defined by the scripts occurred. As expected, the periods in which zeros dominate correspond with moderate or complex images.
The comparison of prevailing imagery and policy choices can provide interesting explanations for behavior that otherwise is puzzling. For example, Moscow's relatively complex images of Iran throughout the three periods suggest that Soviet leaders rarely saw great threats or opportunities in Iran, although both in the later days of the Shah's regime (1977) and in 1990 they saw some prospects for mutual cooperation. This lack of perceived threat or opportunity can go a good distance toward explaining Moscow's failure to move more forcefully in the region despite its geopolitical options that considerations of power alone would suggest.
Khomeini's imperialist imagery can likewise shed light on Iran's decision to persevere in the war with Iraq. As mentioned in this article's first section, the puzzle here is Iran's insistence that the war go on after 1985. In many Western interpretations the Iraqi threat to Iran had been handled, and Iran's demand for total victory only ensured that the major powers would balance against Tehran by supporting Baghdad. In 1988, of course, Iran was forced to accept less-favorable terms and paid dearly for its intransigence. It is possible to explain Iran's belligerence by attributing Tehran's choices to Khomeini's messianic ambition and to his religious extremism. In this case, rational realist and neorealist expectations could be set aside in a post hoc way. After all, they do not apply to irrational behavior. Our results would suggest a different interpretation.
Operating with an imperialist image, Khomeini saw Iraq simply as an extension of the United States. In this view, the United States had encouraged Baghdad to launch the war as part of a conspiracy to reverse the Islamic revolution in Iran. In this construction of reality, as long as Saddam ruled in Baghdad and Washington was committed to an anti-Islamic course, Iran could not safely accept peace. If it did, the United States would use the breathing space to resuscitate its spearhead and attack again. If Iraq was in retreat in 1985, then Iran had to finish the job and deliver a knockout blow. At the time, Khomeini had a sufficiently degenerate picture of Iraq to conclude that such a victory was possible. Evidently the direct deployment of U.S. forces in the gulf and their use against Iranian targets, both civilian and military, convinced him by 1988 that he would have to take the risks of accepting a ceasefire even if they were the equivalent of drinking poison.
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If Khomeini's unexpected belligerence can be attributed to his imperialist image of the United States, then can Saddam's aggressive attack on Kuwait and his puzzling refusal to back down in the face of overwhelming U.S. firepower be explained in the same way? Our study suggests not. In Saddam's case the imagery in 1985 and early 1990 was more complex. It did not suggest the strong threat perceptions of the stereotypical imperialist image. To the contrary, the complexity of prevailing Iraqi views of the United States and the Soviet Union indicated marginal perceived threat, while the degenerate images of Iran and the Arab gulf states reflected substantial perceived opportunity. While we cannot prove why Saddam saw opportunity, it is interesting to trace the evolution in the prevailing Iraqi view.
In 1977, prevailing Iraqi images of the United States were mixed. They included a substantial element of stereotypical imperialist imagery indicating 54. For more on the Iranian decision, see R. K. Ramazani, "Iran's Resistance to the U.S. Intervention in the Persian Gulf," in Keddie and Gasiorowski, Neither East Nor West, perceived strategic self-weakness, probably related to Egyptian President Sadat's trip to Jerusalem and Egypt's defection from the Arab consensus. At the same time, Saddam described the ostensible victory Iraq had achieved over Iran, the United States, and Israel when it defeated the Kurdish uprising.
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While in 1978 Iraq chose to ally with Syria as expected in a fortress or containment script, in 1980 it changed course dramatically. The 1979 revolution in Iran, and U.S. acceptance of it, seemed to lead to Iraqi degenerate images of Iran and major perceived opportunities. Saddam abandoned the alliance with Syria and declared war to the east. While the war did not go as planned, Iraq, with international support, nevertheless emerged in the late 1980s as the strongest regional actor in the Persian Gulf. The degenerate images of the early 1980s, which we associate with perceived opportunity, quickly reappeared. This time the targets were the Arab gulf states rather than Iran. Iraqi images of Israel had resembled the enemy image throughout the decade but became stereotypical in 1990, just as the prevailing image of the United States shifted from a moderate ally toward the prototypical imperialist pattern. It is possible that Iraq's perceived opportunity in the gulf derived from the perceived American-Israeli threat, but given the sequence of change in imagery, we suspect prevailing Iraqi views began with perceived opportunity in the gulf and saw the United States as a threat to these potential gains more so than a threat to Iraq's pre-1990 status quo. Table 5 combines the logic for international interaction that we presented in Figure 4 with the prevailing views that we summarized in Table 3 . International relationships are represented as a function of both the proclivities of the actors (i.e., their perceptions and strategies) and the external situation they face (indicated by the strategic actions of the other countries in the system). At least three aspects of Table 5 merit comment. First, our expectations for cases in which both parties have prevailing enemy images of each other are not incompatible with the pattern in Soviet-American and Iranian-Iraqi behavior. While a tit-for-tat spiral pattern emerged, it rarely escalated to war, although there were several crises. On the other hand, situations that pitted one country, with a prevailing degenerate image of the other, against a country exhibiting a prevailing enemy image typically led to military offensives and war. The prevailing view of the first actor listed in the first column is presented before the dash and the second actor's prevailing view is listed after the dash for each time period and each pair. Our expectations initially presented in Figure 4 are summarized in parentheses.
Interaction
Our results for north-south relations are complicated and not always as we expected. For instance, the prevailing imagery in the U.S.-Iranian relationship in 1980 shared a good bit in common with the colony stereotype and theoretically should have led to more violence, maybe even war. By contrast, the more-moderate images in the U.S.-Iraqi relationship in 1990 theoretically should have led to a more-controlled confrontation, when instead full-scale war ensued. Perhaps the difference here is that the U.S. colony image in 1980 was constrained by the strong American enemy image of the Soviet Union, while in 1990 this constraint weakened very substantially as prevailing images became more complex. Obviously, Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, compared with the indigenous revolution in Iran in 1978, also created political circumstances in which the U.S. pursuit of perceived opportunities through intervention could be effected with less international resistance.
Perceptions in international relations theory
Our effort to develop a cognitive-strategic approach to international relations is motivated both by the trends in neorealist theorizing and the unsolved puzzles in recent Persian Gulf affairs. From the outset, realist and neorealist scholars implicitly incorporated variation in actor motivation and perceived threat into their analyses, but only recently has the debate over absolute-and relative-gains-seeking behavior and balance-of-threat theories connected the structural-level theorizing to foreign-policy-level analysis. Although situationists have tried to preserve the structural focus in international relations theory, they have not overcome the traditional indeterminacy that structural theory faces when trying to predict or explain actor behavior. The decision to focus on types of situations only begs the question of who defines the situation and leads directly to the perceptual and actor level of analysis. Combining the foreign policy and international relations levels of theory is necessary to answer such puzzles as why Iran pursued war in 1985 when most objective factors predicted its defeat and why Saddam chose to risk destruction rather than seek political victory by haggling in the crisis over Kuwait. It also is necessary to explain why the United States, the superpower halfway around the world with very limited conventional forces in the region and great logistic challenges, exercised prevailing influence in the Persian Gulf, a location of clear strategic importance, while the superpower right next door, the Soviet Union, with large conventional and logistic advantages played a minor role at best.
Interactionist perspectives that combine structural-situational and actorlevel theory have proved useful in psychology and are promising in studies of international relations as well. The incorporation of actor-level concepts, like motivation and perception, however, cannot be accomplished simply by extending the same simplifying assumptions about these actor characteristics that realists or neorealists use when operating at the system level. An empirical task remains and has not been adequately dealt with by either neorealist or foreign policy theorists. Defining the situation requires us to examine how actors see the power relationships and the motivation and cultural norms of other actors. These images of other actors affect expectations about behaviorsuch as whether force will be used, the presumed relevance of norms, and calculations about how best to achieve objectives.
It may appear to structuralists and situationists that the focus on what Alexander George calls actor-specific diagnosis is unnecessary because prevailing images have antecedent causes and can be predicted from material conditions. 55 A similar claim used to be popular in psychology, but the actual task of predicting and building such a theory of cognition proved to be much more complicated than anticipated. In this article we have not challenged the central lesson of the cognitive revolution but have instead worked to incorporate it into an interactionist conception of international relations. Therefore, we start with the empirical task of identifying the cognitive images of other actors that prevail in a leadership group and from this deduce strategic choices. Our prevailing images may be the product of many factors, some psychological, others bureaucratic, and still others related to domestic aspirations, personal career interests, and not least the perceived stimuli in the external environment. We doubt, however, that we are close to a psychological-social-economicpolitical theory that can with rigor and reliability predict or convincingly explain which among competing images will prevail or why. Providing such a theory is beyond the scope of this article, although empirically identifying what the prevailing images are is a necessary first step in any further causal regression in that direction. Our task in this article has been to move in the other direction of explanation, seeing how far we could push the empirical study of cognitive images as a way to explain foreign policy and international relations.
To handle the empirical task required by the search for interactionist theory, cognitive approaches must move beyond the enemy image alone. In our approach we have restricted the applicability of the enemy image to relationships of perceived threat and comparable capability and cultural judgments. We have introduced four new ideal-typical images corresponding to other perceived relationships. From these perceptions of the structural situation, we deduced strategic scripts operationalized in three theaters. Our case study tested the hypothesized relationships between prevailing images and strategic behavior and found reasonably good albeit not perfect results. Our case study also tested the interactive relationships we hypothesized in Figure 4 . This involved moving from the level of foreign policy to international relations, putting two actors with given images of each other in a game-theoretic dyad. Our empirical results in this regard were encouraging and highlighted the need to move beyond the reliance on enemy images and threat-based relationships.
With regard to the mental constructions of reality that are likely to define international relationships in the post-cold war era, both Figure 4 and Table 5 56 are instructive. They demonstrate that the cold war between the United States and the Soviet Union was only one type of conflict relationship. It was fueled by mutual perceived threat and was characterized by enemy images of the other on both sides. It produced competitive containment strategies and tit-for-tat reciprocity but very few direct bilateral military engagements. Other conflict relationships are different. For instance, the Iran-Iraq relationship has also at times been an enemy-image-versus-enemy-image affair but has periodically slipped into an enemy-image-versus-degenerate-image relationship. In these latter circumstances, the conflict has escalated into full-scale war that was driven more by asymmetric perceptions of power and perceived opportunities than by mutual perceptions of threat. Conflict resolution strategies derived from the cold war experience that emphasize mutual threat reduction, like graduated reciprocation in tension reduction, are not likely to be effective in these situations.
57 Additional attention will have to be directed at changing the perceptions of opportunity and relative power.
Moreover, relationships defined by colony images interacting with imperialist images have produced serious violence and few strategies for conflict resolution. Fortunately, they may become a less common pattern in the post-cold war world if the great powers' interests in Third World arenas decline with the passing of the cold war and the symbolic competition for influence. 58 However, where great power interests persist and give rise to colony images, intense conflict with actors operating with imperialist images is likely. Unfortunately, this is still the situation in the Persian Gulf.
A conflict spiral, somewhat like but in important ways different from the one we saw in the cold war, is evident in the Persian Gulf. Neither prevailing American nor prevailing Iranian views recognize the threat the other sees while they both are convinced the other has revisionist intentions. At the same time, they disagree in important ways with regard to their estimates of relative power. In this case rather than stalemate, the perceived power asymmetries and the mix of perceived opportunities and threats can give rise to active and violent conflict, led by either American preemptions or Iranian acts designed to assert regional independence. Conflict resolution strategies designed to undermine enemy images and defuse perceived threats are unlikely to be sufficient. Here the task is to change colony and imperialist images. Dealing with the range of new relationships that are likely to demand our attention in the post-cold war world will require greater analytical complexity in our theory and compel the long overdue integration of structural-and foreign-policy-level analysis. The study of images and the cognitive-strategic approach outlined and tested in a preliminary way here is presented as one approach to this task. 
